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INTRODUCTION:
As requeste4 Nummelin Testing Services,Inc. (NTS) visited the above-named site on April 21,2014,to
visually evaluate the condition of an l8-foot-high boulder retaining wall. The wall is on the face of a
slope which supports several condominium buildings. It is our understanding that the retaining wall was
built in 1986, that several boulders on the face of the wall have become dislodged over the lifespan of
the wall, and that concern has been expressed regarding the stability of the wall and slope. No as-built
plans or any other information was available to NTS at the time of this report.

OBSERVATIONS:
On April 2I, anNTS technician visited the site to observe the wall. The wall had a boulder faceo
appeared to be at least 18 feet high at the highest point, and had a*glope in excess of 45 degrees.
The foundation walls of some buildings occurred within several feet ofthe crest of the slope.
Voids were noted in the face of the wall, where boulders may have once rested, and it appeared
that soil had been migrating as a result of flowing water (known as soil erosion) between the
boulders on the face. Soil observed in the voids and eroded areas was existing fill. No other signs
of slope moYement were observed.

NTS also observed the exterior of the buildings at the crest of the slope. No indications of
settlement or building movement were apparent. However, the outlet of building roof drains were
consfructed to route water onto the face of the slope. A representative of Woodcreek Village
informed the NTS technician that a crack had formed in the concrete floor of one of the buildings.
NTS was not able to observe the crack, but it is our understanding that it is on the ground level of
the building, adjacent to the foundation wall neaxest slope, and parallel to that foundation wall.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS :

Based on visual observation, NTS recommends that steps be taken as soon as possible to greatly
reduce or prevent flow of water down the slope and through the soils in the slope, thereby
conkolling soil erosion. A contractor with experience in building and maintaining boulder walls
and slopes, such as The Bruce Company, should be contracted to irnplement erosion control and'
make repairs to the face of the boulder wall.

The boulders which have dislodged from the face of the slope have likely become dislodged as a
result of soil erosion around the boulders. Considering this slope has stood and has been stable for
the past 28 years, the slope is expected to remain stable with no further movement of boulders on
the face if the soil erosion can be controlled. If soil erosion is allowed to
on the face ofthe the

resu failure.

At a minimum, NTS recommends that all runofi such as from roofs, pavement, and other areas at
the top of the slope, be directed away from the face of the slgpe. Any water flowing down the face
of the slope will accelerate soil erosion, and water flowing down the face should be kept to a
minimum. It will likely not be possible to completely prevent water movement through soils in the
slope, and further erosion control measures should be taken to prevent soil migration befween gaps
in the boulder face. While controlling erosion, adequate soil drainage behind the wall will be
critical. The leading cause of retaining wall failure is a buildup of hydrostatic pressure on back of
the wall as a result of saturated soils. Any repairs should include a plan to allow water to drain
from soils in the slope in such away that no soil migration will occur, thereby preventing soil
erosion and buildup of hydrostatic pressure on the boulder wall. A layer of filter fabric and well-
graded soil drainage layer on the face may be one option to help prevent soil migration while
allowing drainage of the soils in the slope. A soil drainage layer should contain no more than 5
percent passing the number 200 sieve and should be graded such that finer particles occur on the
inside and become gradually coarser towards the outside of the layer. The soil drainage layer
could consist of three parts to help prevent soil migration: finer sand near the existing soil on the
slope, cobbles and or boulders on the surface ofthe drainage layer, and coarse sand with gravel
between the fine sand and the cobble/boulder surface. It may be necessary to grout some areas on
the face to help hold the soil in place, but the gaps for drainage between the boulders should not be
sealed. Any proposed repair plans should be reviewed by NTS prior to implementation of the
plans.

The crack appearing in the floor of one of the buildings could be a result of slope movement or
settlement, but this is not always the case, as concrete floors can still crack even with good support
from the soil below. However, NTS recommends that a Woodcreek Village representative
periodically monitor the buildings at the top of the slope and note any signs of building/slope
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movement, including: uneven or sloping floors, doors that won't properly close, windows that
won't open or get stuck, any cracks that get wider over time, cracks in interior or exterior walls
that appear wider at the top than the bottom, cracks in the floors where the floor is higher on one
side of the crack than the other. Any of these conditions could indicate slope movement and may
warrant a more in-depth investigation.

CLOSING:
At this time, NTS recommends that steps be taken as soon as possible to greatly reduce or prevent
flow of water down the slope and through the soils in the slope, thereby controlling soil erosion. A
contractor with experience in building and maintaining boulder walls and slopes, such as The
Bruce Company, should be contracted to implement erosion control and make repairs to the face
ofthe boulder wall.

NTS also recommends that a Woodcreek Village representative periodically monitor the buildings
at the top of the slope and note any signs of building/slope movement. Should any signs of slope
movement be observed, a more in-depth investigation is recommended.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please feel free to call the NTS offrce.

Sincerely,

Benjamin K. Nummelin, P.E.
NUMMELIN TESTING SERVICES, INC.
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